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[Verse 1: Son Of Light]
Ah yeah, 
They put it on Heavy On Me, too much strife is Heavy
On Me, 
Got whole cast is ready for me, got whole crowds is
steady for me, 
That's why time I'm heavy on beats, I lose my feet I lose
my sleep, 
Ca-ca-cats is heavy on nonsense, too many thoughts is
heavy on my consience.
A heavyweight in the game, cats is waiting that's heavy
on my name, 
When I shine it's heavy on rain, when I spit it's heavy on
your brain, 
See I get raw for a minute, to many lies is heavy on
your gimmicks, 
That's why they say the truth is heavy you might be
born and winning but when you lose you're ready.
Feel me.

[Chorus: Son Tzu]
When it's heavy on you all you gotta do is, 
If you drop it then pick it up then just, 
Slop em like your blind open up your eyes, 
Ain't nobody could stop you if you keep that.

[Verse 2: Son Of Light]
I got love for this business, married life is heavy on the
mistress, 
Promised a few and spoke to many so I, behemoth your
dudes to please the plenty, 
You get touched like teddy and when the, things get
heavy the kings get ready, 
Like whe-whe-when's heavy on drinking, heavy on tears
and heavy on thinking, 
Lift your head it's heavy to do I know it, but think abou-
th-th-think about how you show it, 
(No no no no it's almost too heavy on your brain)
Slept me breathe I get right back, 
So-so-so-sons not one for amity, words so bright and
heavy on calamity, 
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Shine so white I dare you to battle me, son's on earth
walk like gravity, 

[Chorus: Son Tzu]
When it's heavy on you all you gotta do is, 
If you drop it then pick it up then just, 
Slop em like your blind open up your eyes, 
Ain't nobody could stop you if you keep that.
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